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Residual Entropy of Linear Polymers 
H. N. V. Temperley 

The question whether it is possibJe to assign a finite entropy to a polymer, bearing in 
mind the fact that it may not be a well-defined substance in thermodynamic equilibrium , is 
considered. It is shown that the entropy of chain configurations is the only contribut ion 
that will be important at low temperatures. Existing knowl edge of t he t hermodynamics of 
hydrocarbons enables one to a rrive at a generalization of the well-known " flexibJ e chain" 
model of a polymer molecule. The new model is in good accord with experim en tal facts on 
the specific heat of polymers, and enables a finite entropy to be defined and to be reasonably 
accurately calculated. These findings are then compared with certain experimental r es ul ts 
throwing light on t he length of the "effective segmeut" of polymer chains of var,ious types, 
this quantity being defined in t he text. The experimental facts come from studIes of poly
mer solu tions, solid polymers, solid and liquid paraffins, and related COlnpounds, and arc 
remarkably consistent with the theoretical expectations. A few apparent inconsistencies an d 
a few instances of alternative possible interpretations for the sam e facts are noted . 

1. Introduction 

In attempting to predict heats of polymerization 
from thermochemical data on long-chain hydro
carbons and the monomer, it is not unusual to meet 
discrepancies between calculated and observed values 
of the order of 1 to 10 lecal/mole, Flory [5, ch. 6; 
p . 254]1 After a careful survey of the evidence, 
Flory concluded that: "The pattern presented by 
heats of polymerization of various monomers appears 
to be very well explained by two dominant factors : 
elimination of resonance energy of conj ugation, and 
steric in teraction between substituents." In other 
words, the discrepancies can be explained purely on 
chemical considerations; the necessary readjustments 
of electronic configurations associated with the 
joining together of monomers can be much more 
important in some types of chain than in other types. 

However, it is sometimes pointed out that errors 
might be caused by treating a polymer as a well
defined chemical substance in true thermodynamic 
uquilibrium. This question may also be of interest 
in the study of other polymer reactions such as 
degradation, in which the main chain is broken up into 
fragments or greatly modified. (For reactions in 
which th<l main chain remains practically in tact, 
errors in calculations of the configurational entropy 
will tcnd to balance out, since they affect both 
reactants and products.) The present study was 
undertaken in an effort to estimate numerical values 
for the r esidual entropy of a typical linear polymer, 
bearing in mind the four facts: first, that it is in
evitably a mixture of chains of many different 
lengths ; second, that because of "freedom at the 
joints" anyone chain may assnme a wide variety of 
configurations in space; third , that in a copolymer, 
the numb er of ways in which two sets of monomers 
can be lined up to form a chain can be enormously 
great; finally , that at least some of any polymer is in 
an amorphous or disordered state. It is known that 
crystallization of a polymer is never complete, and 
some polymers cannot crystallize at all. More
over, polymer undergo a "glass-like" transition at 

1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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tcmperatures at which thermal agitation is still 
considerable, so that some "frozen-in disorder" is 
to be expected. We are interpreting the glass-like 
transition as being essentially tbe same as that of an 
inorganic glass, certain degrees of freedom being 
put ou t of action as a result of a rapid rise in their 
time-constants with falling temperature. Some 
workers have claimed tha,t there is a true phase 
transition, but a discu ssion of this point is hardly 
relevant in the present contex t. See Kauzmann 
[12], Powell and Eyring [25], Boyer and Spencer 
[2]. It might seem a hopeless task to identify the 
separate contributions to the residual entropy 
associated with each of the fOllr factors listed above, 
but the task is very much simplified when it is 
realized tha t contributions of less than abou t R 
per mole of monomer are unlikely to be of practical 
interest. At ordinary temperatures such an entropy 
calls for a correction to the free <lnergy of ~~ to 1 
kcal/mole. It can very quickly be shown that the 
contribu tions due to 2 of the 4 causes listed above 
are negligibly small, while the entropy associated 
with copolymerization can probably be estimated 
fairly accurately in any given case. W e are thus 
left only with the problem of estimating the number 
of different configurations in which a real molecule 
of polymer type can exist in a solid or liquid . It is 
this study that forms the subject of the present 
paper, but the other three possible contributions to 
the residual entropy will be considered first. 

2. Contributions From Causes Other Than 
Chain Configurations 

2.1. Communal Entropy 

We shall consider the effect of chain configura
tions in detail, but must first discuss a different 
effect, namely, that in a crystalline solid it is suffi
cient to think of each molecule as never straying 
very far from a given lattice point, but in a liquid, 
gas, or amorphous solid, it may be necessary to 
allow a typical molecule "effective access" to an 
apprecia1>le function of the whole volume. For 



ordinary liquids this leads to the tiresome "com
munal entropy" problem that is still unsolved. For 
polymers, however , it is readily shown that as a 
consequence of the great size of the molecules, any 
contribution to the entropy r esulting from th e 
bodily transport of a whole molecul e' around the 
assembly is quite negligible compared with the 
contributions due to configuration effects. Physi
cally, the coordinates of the center of gravity of a 
chain r epresent just three out of th e hundreds of 
coordinates that would have to be known in order 
to specify the positions of all th e elem ents of a 
chain. More quantitatively, if we permitted the 
center of gravity of a chain to wander over the entire 
volume V of an assembly of N chains instead of 
res tricting it to its own "share" V /N of that volum e, 
th e gain in entropy would be klnN per chain or 
Nk In N for th e assembly. However , this count 
includes changes of configuration that amount to 
exch anging the positions of two or more similar 
chains, which does not lead to a physically distin
guishable confi guration. The number of permu
tations of N chains among th emselves is N !, so the 
proper con tribu tion to th e entropy, if th e chains are 
all alike, is not more than 

N klnN- k ln (N !) ~Nk 

or k p er chain. It is readily shown that any inter
action between the chains, wheth er it is an attrac
tion or repulsion, can only resul t in some departure 
from complete randomness, thus making the contri
bution to th e entropy smaller. E ven if one argued 
that two polymer chains could be made physically 
distinguishable, e. g., by some slight differences in 
th e substituents, so that it became physically proper 
to drop the N! term, the communal entropy would 
still only be kIn N per chain . For an assembly of 
ordinary size N ~ 1020 this would amount to some
thing of th e order of 50 k per chain of perhaps 1,000 
monomers, whereas, as already shown above, we are 
looking for effects of th e order of k p er monomer 
molecule. 1tforeover, a preparation in which the 
number of distinguishable sp ecies of linear molecules 
approach ed th e number of molecules present could 
only b e described as an extremely bad one ch emically. 
"\iV e can conclude, th erefore, that the contribution due 
to communal en tropy is always n egligible. B esides 
effects associated with th e translation of entire 
molecules, one also should consider possible contribu
tions due to th e orientation of th e molecule as a 
whole, th e relative positions of all th e segmen ts 
being h eld fixed. The number of such possible 
ori en tations is certainly no greater than the number 
of physically distinguishable ways in which one 
single segment of the molecule, for exampl e, the 
end segment, can be oriented relative to i ts immedi
ate surroundings. The order or magnitude of this 
number is readily estimated from en tropy data on 
ordinary liquids and solids. 

The total entropy of an ordinary liquid or solid 
at ordinary temperatures is of the order of a few 
times R . Even if it were assumed that all of this 
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entropy is associated with the communal effect , 
together with possible orientations and "rattling 
around" of a molecule of liquid relative to its im
mediate surroundings, this would still mean that 
the number of physically distinguishable states of a 
typical molecule effectively excited at ordinary 
temperatures is no more than e3 to eO (about 10 to 
100) . From this it can be quite safely concluded 
that the translations and orientations of entire 
molecules of polym er of fixed configurations can 
contribute no more than 3 to 5 times k per polymer 
chain. 

2.2. Differing Molecular Weights 

It is well known that any linear polymer prepara
tion contains molecules of all possible lengths from 
the monomer upwards, and it is proper to regard 
chains of two different lengths as "physically dis
tinguishable." Since chains of more than a few 
thousand units .long sel~om occur in practice, the 
number of speCles effectlvely present will be small 
compared with the total number of chains. Conse
quently, any contribution to the entropy from this 
cause should be small. For branched as distinct 
from nearly linear polymers this argument does not 
hold. The number of paraffin isomers (C nH 2n+2) is 
known, G. Polya [24] to be of the order of 2.8n , so the 
number of possible species of branched polymer with 
n= 100 to 1,000 is much greater than the number of 
molecules present in an ordinary assembly, in which 
case the omission of the N! term in the communal 
en tropy would be correct. Even so, as shown earlier, 
this still leads to an upper li.rnit that is too small to 
be of significance in practice. 

The following argument from Beckett (private 
communication) enables us to set a more stringent 
upper limit in the linear case. We may suppose that 
the chain lengths are distributed about the m ean 
value on the basis of the so-called "most probable" 
law of Flory [5 , ch . 8, p . 319] . This may be r egarded 
as the "worst possible" case, leading to the highest 
en tropy of all possible distribution laws. I t is 
equivalent to the assumption that chains of all 
lengths are present in proportions corresponding 
to thermodynamic equilibrium at the polymeriza tion 
temperature. By certain methods of preparation 
the much narrower Poisson-type distribution can be 
obtained, or, by fractionation in solution, a very 
narrow spread can also be obtained. The entropy 
associated with a completely random mixture of 
chains of differen t species, where N x is the number 
of "x-mel'S" is . 

where N is the total number of chains and M the 
total number of monomer units making up the 
assembly. Then the law of the most probable 
distribution is, Flory [5 , p . 319] 

(2) 



with 
(3) 

as the equation determining p. Substituting from 
(2) and (3) into (1), approximating to the factorials 
by means of Stirling's theorem, we find , after 
performing the summations called for by (1), 

So"'" -A1[(1-p) In (l-p) +p In p] (4) 

where p is related to the average length of a chain 
by (3) . Thus, for a degree of polymerization 
resulting in a chain of an average length of t units , 
we arrive at an entropy of ""' k In t per chain, or 

k 1; t pcr link, which again is negligible for t '" 1,000. 

2.3 . Entropy Associated with Copolymerization 

If two monomers A and B arc present in equal 
numb ers they may be arranged in completely 
random fashion along each chain, unless the chemical 
kinetics of the reaction ar e such that A attaches 
itself easily to B but only with difficulty to another A. 
For example, a condensation polymerization might 
be like this. In the first (random) case a residual 
entropy of lc In 2 per monomer can be expected; 
in the second the chain would be almost completely 
ordered and the entropy practically zero. It should 
be noticed here that the arO'ument must be based on 
kinetic rather th an equilibrium considerations be
cause a chain, once formed, is not likely to break up 
again in order to assume a slightly more prohable 
configuration. (This exeludes condi tions where 
polymer degradation is rapid.) The work is readily 
extended to tbe case where the two monomers are 
present in the proportions g: (I-g), the corresponding 
maximum entropy being, per link, 

k( -g In g-[l-g] ln[l-g]) ~k In 2 (5) 

the question wb ether or not it is attained again 
being outside the province of thermodynamics alone. 

3 . Chain Configuration Problem 

We have now shown that with the possible excep
tion of the "copolymerization entropy," which 
cannot be predicted solely on the basis of equilibrium 
considerations, the possible other contribu tions to 
the entropy are too small to be of significance. This 
stud y of the chain configuration problem falls into a 
number of parts. 

(a) "What can be said, a priori, about a paraffin-like 
polymer in the light of existing knowledge of the 
paraffin chain and of the random-walk problem? 

(b) "What can be reduced from a study of solid 
polymers? 

(c) What can be deduced from studies of polymers 
in solution? 

(d) What can be deduced from a study of related 
compounds such as solid and liquid long-chain 
paraffins? 
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All of these studies have con tribu ted something to 
the solution of the problem, and it ha been po ible 
to draw the following concl usions with a fail' degree 
of certainty: 

(a) For a hydrocarbon-like polymer the en tropy 
associated with chain configurations is no more than 
1/5 k per linlc 

(b) For a rubber-like polymer the experimental 
and theoretical information is less abundant and less 
definite, but it seems safe to say that the confi guration 
entropy is no more than lc per monomer. 

We shall begin by asking what would be expected 
for a paraffin chain withou t side substituents, then 
consider briefly the possible effects of such substitu
tions and the presence of double bonds in the main 
chain. We shall then analyze the available e:Kperi
mental evidence in the light of these expectations. 

3 .1. A priori Expectations 

A large number of studies have been made of the 
expected behavior of statistical assemblies of var
ious types of jointed chains, beginning with the 
simplest possible case in which the "joints" arc 
supposed to be entirely·flexible, and in which com
plications due to the fact that a chain may not cross 
itself are ignored. For a survey of this work t.he 
reader is referred to Flory [5, ch. 10]. Th e idea that 
a long chain molecule can be represented in this way 
has proved extremely valuable in correlating a large 
number of experimental facts, but needs to be refined 
and generalized beEor0 it can bc applied to the 
problem of calculating entropies. 

It has been pointed ou t by a number of writers 
that the freely jointed chain model is in many ways 
analogo us to both the Langevin model of a para
magnetic and to tbe perfect gas. The analogous 
thermodynamic variables arc listed in table 1. 

TABLE 1. 

Perfect gas __ ._ ._ Pressure_ . .. _. Volume _______ Compressibil- Entropy. 
ity. 

Langevin mod· M ag n e tiC M ean m ag- Susceptibility __ Entropy. 
e1. field . n e ti c mo-

ment. 
Freel y jointed T ension ____ • __ Mean lengtb Young's mod· Entropy. 

chain . of chain . ulus. 

The analogy may be carried even further in that 
all three models obey Joule's law, the internal energy 
being entirely kinetic and independent of the exten
sion, volume or magnetic moment, as the case may 
be. It can also be shown without difficul ty that 
none of these models permits th e use of BoHzmann's 
principle to enable absolute calculations of entropy 
to be made. The physical reason for this is obvious; 
all three models admit of an infinite number of 
distinguishable configurations unless the chains are 
completely stretched out, tlw magnetic material 
magnetized to saturation, or the gas compressed to 
zero volume. Differences of entropy can, however 
be defined, e. g., in terms of ratios of volume. Som~ 
of the more refined mod els (e. g., van del' Waals 
model of a gas and Weiss model of a magnetic ma
terial) which attempt to take interactions between 



atoms into account still possess this same objection
able feature although they do succeed in correlating 
a large amount of experimental material. As in 
analogous problems, for which an explicit specifica
tion of the entropy itself is required, such as the 
discussion of vapor pressures , it becomes clear that 
quantum consideraLions must be introduced in order 
to get a model in which the number of distinguishable 
configurations is finite, and to obtain sensible physical 
results. It is, however, not difficult to see how such 
refinements must proceed . We are guided in the 
first place by analogy with the Brillouin treatment 
of paramagnetism, in which each atomic magnet is 
only allowed a finite number of orientations, and we 
begin by looking for some similar feature in a polymer 
chain. 

For the pure paraffin chain it is possible to state 
fairly accurately what the model must be like, 
Pitzer [20], Taylor [28] . For ethane the following 
model is consistent with both thermodynamic and 
spectroscopic evidence: the two methyl groups can 
rotate about the common single bond, but there are 
three possible energy minima separated by potential 
barriers of the order of 3 keal/mole, so that the 
coordinate 4>, measuring the angle of twist, is asso
ciated with a contribution to the energy of the form 

E=Eo(1-cos 34». (6) 

It is natural to ask whether an energy function of 
the form (6) can be applied to each link in longer 
chain paraffins. If it can, then it becomes plain 
that the difficulty in assigning a finite entropy to 
the hydrocarbon chain disappears. For, at a suffi
ciently low temperature, a chain in equilibrium will 
be near one of the positions of minimum energy 
called for by (6). The effect of thermal agitation 
can then be described accurately enough as leading 
to a contribution to the potential energy of the order 

of Eo ~ (3~r) 2, where CPr is the "twisting coordinate" 

associated with the rth link in the chain. The dis
cussion of the problem is then that of a set of simple 
harmonic oscillators, which can be carried out 
exactly on a quantum mechanical basis. If it were 
correct to discuss a long paraffin chain in this way, 
it could be concluded that the entropy associated 
with thermal agitation should approach zero as 
T~O , leaving only the term kln 3 per link as the 
maximum possible residual entropy, associated with 
the fact that, according to an energy-function such 
as (6), each carbon atom can be linked to the next 
in three geometrically distinguishable ways. This 
argument holds equally well even if we take account 
of degrees of freedom associated with bond lengths 
as well as bond orientations. For, at a low enough 
temperature, bond lengths must also be near their 
equilibrium values, and the effect of departures can 
also be expressed by means of a quadratic energy 
function. If we suppose further that these various 
degrees of freedom are coupled, we should obtain 
the energy that will contain product terms as well 
as squares. It is always possible, however, to find 
a linear transformation of coordinates that reduces 
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such a quadratic form to a sum of squares, at the 
same time avoiding the introduction of product 
terms into the kinetic energy. This means that 
the low temperature behavior of the "stretching", 
"bending", and "twisting" modes of a hydrocarbon 
chain is equivalent to that of a set of simple harmonic 
oscillators, which contributes nothing to the residual 
entropy. 

On this basis it is possible to give a satisfactory 
qualitative account of the specific heats of polymers. 
The degrees of freedom of independent chains should 
be described with reasonable accuracy by a "one
dimensional" spectrum of Debye type, containing 
both transverse and longitudinal modes, which would 
lead to a specific heat proportional to T at low tem
peratures. The interactions between chains can be 
described by adding to this a three-dimensional 
Debye spectrum, leading to a contribution to the 
specific heat proportional to T 3 a t low temperatures, 
and the phenomena of crystallization and the melting 
of crystals would also be consequences of this inter
action. Finally, the "glass-lilm transition region" 
marks the range of temperature at which the jumps 
over the potential barriers occurring in expression (6) 
become frequent enough for the twisting modes of the 
chain to come into action. At lower temperatures 
each chain would be "stiff at the joints" but the 
stretching modes would remain in operation. In 
other words, the glass-lilee transition ought to corre
spond to the appearance of rubber-lilre properties and 
to a rapid rise in the specific heat connecting low and 
high temperature portions of roughly one-dimensional 
Debye type, the high temperature part having a lower 
characteristic Debye temperature. These features 
seem to agree well with what is observed in practice 
for the specific heats of various polymers, e. g., Furu
kawa et al. [6], but only preliminary quantitative 
analysis on this basis seems to have been carried out. 
It may well be that too many adjustable constants 
are involved. The model will not be discussed further 
from this angle, but the above considerations suggest 
strongly that it must be a reasonable first approxi
mation. 

If an energy function such as (6) were applicable 
to each link of a very long chain, one could say that 
the three configurations at any given joint should 
occur with very nearly equal frequency, and that this 
leads to a residual entropy of the order of k per 
"link". (The crude value k in 3 has to be reduced 
somewhat to allow for steric effects.) Later on we 
shall assemble some experimental evidence showing 
that a smaller value is, in fact , more lilmly to be cor
rect. Weare therefore prompted to ask the follow
ing two questions: 

(a) To what extent is an energy function such as 
(6) an adequate description of a long chain molecule? 

(b) How much is the entropy affected by the dele
tion of sterically impossible chain configurations? 

Since a residual entropy of k per unit would still be 
noticeable thermochemically, an attempt to set a 
more precise upper limit is justified. Partial answers 
to both questions have been obtained by Pitzer [20] 
and Taylor [28]. From a study of the thermody
namic properties of various hydrocarbons Pitzer con-



eluded thaL expl'e sion (6) was an over implification, 
and thaL the ttans configuration in which any three 
successive bonds in the main chain lie in one plane is, 
energetically, omewhat more favorable than any 
other one, involving one or more gauche linkages. 
For brevity we shall hereafter refer to trans config
uration of bonds as "straight", and to any departure 
from it as a "kink", although the straigh t configura
tion is the well-known zigzag pattern. Pitzer [20] 
and Taylor [28] propose to replace expression (6) by 
something like . 

E= Eo (I-cos 3¢) + E l (1-cos ¢) (7) 

and they estimate that Eo and El should be so chosen 
that if a straight or trans configuration is taken as 
having an energy of zero, a kinked or gauche config
uration should have a minimum energy of about + 0.8 
kcal /mole, and that the maxima separating the three 
minima should have peaks of about + 4.1 kcal/ 
molc. Th ese fi gures have been shown to be nearly 
righ t by studies of a large number 0 related hydro
carbons; see, for example, Pitzer [20], [21]; Pitzer and 
Kilpatrick [23]; Beckett, Pitzer , and Spitzer [1]; 
Pitzer and B eckett [22]; Person and Pimentel [19]. 
Confirmation that the steric energy difference is 
of this order of magnitude for butane, pentane, and 
hexane is provided by the spectroscopic studies of 
Shcppard and Szasz [26]. Such a modification in 
the energy function bas some important conse
quences. It means, in the first place, that the prob-

I
· ability that any three successive bonds lie in one 

plane is not now the simple factor }~ but the signifi-
1 

can tly larger value 1 + 2e- E 2/ kT ' where E2 corresponds 

to the figure of 0.8 kcal/mole just mentioned. Sec
ondly, such a chain should tend to "straighten out" 
as it cooled, an effect that is not predicted at all by 
the simpler model, but for which there is a little ex
perimental evidence. Of course, the glass-like trans
ition intervenes before the stra;gh tening-ou t is com
plete, otherwise the straight configuration would be 
the only one that would have to be considered at all 
at absolute zero) and tbe configurational entropy 
would be zero. 

The necessity of working with the function (7) 
in tead of (6) app ears to be a consequence of inter
actions between noncontiguous methyl and - CH2C
groups, and it seems necessary to ask whether one 
is likely to have any Sllccess in applying the same 
type of function to more complicated cases. Two 
complicating factors are the presence of side subs tit
uents and the possible occurrence of double bonds 
or other types of linkage in the main chain. Tbe 
former factor is discussed by Flory [5 , ch . 6]. His 
conclusions are , in effect, equivalent to saying that 
a function such as (7) should still be adequate, but 
that the chain configuration of lowest energy is, 
in general , no longer a simple zigzag. Steric con-
iderations imply that some other more complicated 

coniiguration may have to be chosen as the "refer
ence" one, depnrtures from which determine the 
energy as given by function (7). For the present 

purposes this is not serious, but it does have to be 
borne in mind if one is attempting to compute e. g., 
the effective "spread" of a chain. In the extreme 
case of polyisobutylene only one configuration could 
be found that seemed to be terically possible at all . 
In cases like this, the energy differences occurring 
in (7) would presumably be greater than th ey are 
for paraffins with a correspondingly maIl er entropy 
at any given temperature. On the other hand, th e 
higher potential barriers would also tend to lead to a 
higher glass-like transition temperature, so that it 
does not follow that introducing side substituents 
will automatically lower the residual entropy. 
Very little seems to be known about the theoretical 
effect of double bonds in the main chain, though it 
is generally considered that they should facilitate 
rotations of single bonds adjacent to them. 

The effect of introducing a triple bond has been 
examined by Osborne, Garner, and Yost [18] who 
studied the th ermodynamic properties of dimethyl
acetylene CH3-C =C - CHa. Th ey concluded that 
the potential barriers restrictin~ relative rotation of 
the methyl groups were pl'obltbly not higher than 
0.5 kcal/mole, and gave r easons for thinking Lhat 
the main effect of the triple bond is simply that the 
methyl groups are mu ch further apart than they 
are in ethane. They argue that a double bond 
ought to have similar consequences in reducing the 
height of the barrier. The barrier in olefin hydro
carbons for groups adjacent to the double bond is 
about] to 2 kca,lfmole. ee Kilpatrielc and Pitzer 
[13], who studied ethylene, propylene, and the bu
tenes. This is significan tly smaller than for paraffins, 
but there does not seem to be any information 
available about the existence or nonexistence of 
an effect analogoLls to the energy difference b etween 
trans and gauche configurations that were noted for 
paraffins. The indirect experimental evidence is 
certainly consistent with the idea that, in rubber
like polymers, the potential barriers between differ
ent chain configurations arc lower than in paraffins, 
and that the Lias in favor of straight configurations 
may be small or nonexisten t. If we could neglect 
other steric effects such as the fact that a chain may 
not cross itself our present problem would b e solved. 
'Ve could say that, as the relative probabilities of 
a given C-C bond corresponding to a straigh t or 
kinked configuration should be in the ratio 1:2e- E 2/ Tk, 

the partition function must contain a factor 
(1 + 2e-E2 /kT ) per link, th e corresponding entropy 
per link being 

k [z ( + 2 -E /k 7')+ E2 2 ] n 1 e 2 kT· eE 2/ kT+ 2 ' (8) 

which falls steadily from kIn 3 to zero as E2/k T rises 
from zero to infinity. For the discussion of any 
particular typ e of polymer chain , it would only 
be necessary to insert the appropriate values of E2 
and of the glass-like transition temperature into (8) 
in order to arrive at the expected residual entropy. 
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We must now examine the effect of removing from 
the partition function terms eorresponding to self-



crossing configurations which are implicitly included 
in the calculations leading to (8). Such problems 
are of considerable mathematical and physical 
interest, and although only a very few highly 
idealized ones can be solved analytically (for ex
ample, we do not yet know the equation of state of 
a perfect gas of rigid spheres), it seems possible to 
get an answer that is sufficiently good for present 
purposes. It is known [7, 8] that the problem of an 
actual chain cannot be treated merely as a small 
perturbation of the "unrestricted" random walk 
problem. The effect of introducing any realistic 
type of constraint always results in a significant 
reduction in the entropy per link. Stated otherwise, 
the number of possible configurations of the restricted 
chain is only a very small fraction of that for the 
unrestricted one. Some writers have introduced 
the concept of the "equivalent random walk" . 
They suppose that for sufficiently large N, the be
havior of a real chain N links long is analytically 
equivalent to that of a random walk of N Jn steps, 
with a suitable choice of n and of the length of step. 
Unfortunately, recent work, Wall et al. [32, 33], 
Temperley [29] indicates that this concept is not 
strictly valid in two dimensions, nor in three dimen
sions for values of N small enough to be of physical 
interest, at least not if we wish to treat n as inde
pendent of N. Nevertheless, the concept is of value 
and will be used again later. If, for example, we 
had to do with an extremely rigid chain, strongly 
biased in favor of straight configurations, it would 
be possible to define some number, m, that measures 
the average distance between two kinks. We should 
expect this to be of the same order as the n just 
introduced, though the concepts of length of step of 
equivalent random walk and length of link of 
equivalent flexible chain are logically distinct. 

A start was made on the steric problem by Taylor 
[28] and a very similar process was used by Mon
troll [16] for the idealized case in which the links of 
the chain are constrained to lie along a plane square 
lattice. These authors show that the effect of re
moving from the partition function terms correspond
ing to self-crossing paths of a certain type can be 
established rigorously and very simply. The type 
of path deleted is, for the plane square lattice, any 
path containing one or more closed loops consisting 
of single squares, for example, a path passing in 
succession through the points (1,2), (2,2), (2,1), (1,1), 
(1,2). Paths containing longer loops are retained 
for the present. We summarize Montroll's argu
ment for the plane square lattice, each link being 
constrained to be at right angles to those that 
precede and follow it. The first link can take any 
one of four directions. ",Ve can then proceed to the 
next link by means of either a left or a right turn, 
which we shall denote symbolically by E or F. The 
passage from the second to the third link also in
volves either a left or right turn, and so on. If we 
retained self-crossing paths, our generating function 
for a path n+ 1 linlts long would be simply 

(9) 
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each term in this product, with the factors E and F 
written in their proper order, corresponding to a 
possible path. We shall now show how expression 
(9) is modified if we delete terms containing either of 
the successions EEE or FFF, as either of these com
binations corresponds to the enclosure of a single 
square. By induction, we can determine the gen
erating function Sn that replaces (9) for a path 
n units long if we know it for all shorter paths. Let 
S n(E) and S n(F) be those parts of Sn whose final 
factors are E or F respectively. Now S n(E) may 
end in one of the two ways FE or FEE, but in no 
others, since three E's in a row are forbidden. Thus 
we have the relation 

and a similar one for 8 n (F). If we are concerned, 
as we are here, simply with the counting of con
figurations in which left and right turns are equally 
weighted, E and F can be replaced in equations such 
as (9) and (10) by a single variable x, so we find 
that S n(x) is determined by the difference equation 

(ll) 

which can be solved by a process quite analogous to 
that for linear differential equations, that is, by 
looking for solutions of the type 8 n= Apn, where A 
and p are independent of n, but may depend on x. 
Such a solution will satisfy (ll) provided that 

(12) 

giving us two independent solutions, each of which 
can be multiplied by an arbitrary function of x and 
the two can then be added. It is readily verified 
that this is the most general solution possible, and 
the two arbitrary functions are completely deter
mined from the known forms of SI and 8 2 • For the 
purpose of determining the entropy of a chain n 
steps long, as n becomes large, the answer can be 
read off directly from (12) , because the complete 
solution is A IPln+ A2P2n= S n and the term involving 
P2n can contribute only an insignificant amount to 
the entropy compared with that in PIn. We have, 
in fact, the result that the entropy per linlt is reduced 
from the value k In 2 that would follow from (9) to 

the distinctly smaller value k In (l5: 1), as a result 

of deleting a certain type of impossible path. This 
method can readily be generalized to other types of 
lattice. For example, Taylor [28] showed that the 
removal of "pentane configurations" reduced the 
configurational entropy of a linear paraffin from the 
value k In 3 per linlt that 'we calculate on the basis 
that successive links must be inclined at the tetra
hedral angle to the value kIn (1 +fi). His result 
is equivalent to replacing equation Cll) by 

(12a) 



By pentane configuration is meant any configuration 
that nearly closes upon itself in four successive steps, 
which cannot occur for any paraffin shorter than 
pentane. The fact that in such cases sizable re
duction in the entropy occurs when we remove a 
particular type of sterically impossible path enables 
us to understand the failure of past attempts to 
treat the effect of steric obstruction simply as a 
small perturbation of the random walk problem. 
For a long chain, any significant reduction in the 
entropy per link means that only a very small 
fraction of the random walks gives permissible chain 
configurations. 

There is no particular difficulty in extending the 
above work to other types of lattice, including cases 
in which certain configurations of successive bonds 
are, a priori , more probable than others. Thus, in 
Montroll's discussion of the square lattice [16] two 
adjacent links were not permitted to be in the same 
straight line, but it is quite possible to extend the 
discussion to a more general case in which right
angles and straights have different initial proba
bilities. It becomes much more difficult if we now 
attempt to remove paths involving longer loops. 
This question has been studied by the ·writer else
where [29] for the plane square lattice by methods 
differing from those outlined above, and, while the 
problem of writing down the generating function for 
all noncrossing paths is still unsolved, it is b elieved 
that enough is known abou t the properties. of this 
function to enable the entropy to be determined. 
We quote the result here: 

S = lc [In (1 + f2t-E2 /~T) + E2 . -/2 ] 
"\ kT eE2 /k7' + -/2 ' 

(13) 

which, it will be observed, is of precisely the form (7) 
with 2 replaced by -/2. E2 here has the meaning of 
the gain in energy involved in replacing a right-angle 
between two successive links by a straight. If we 
put E2= 0 and compare (13) with (12) we arrive at 
the remarkable conclusion that removing just pen
tane configurations from random paths, the links 
inclined at the tetrahedral angle, has precisely the 
same numerical effect on the entropy as has removing 
loops of all sizes from random paths disposed along 
the square lattice, the steric effects being at least as 
severe in the paraffin chain as they are in the square 
lattice one. A removal of loops larger than those 
corresponding to pentane configurations will cer
tainly diminish the paraffin entropy further. We 
wish to take account of the effect of a finite E 2, as 
well as of steric effects, in the paraffin chain, and it 
seems safe to regard (13) as an upper limit for these 
purposes. With the value of E2 of 800 cal/mole and 
a glass transition temperature of the order of 2000 K , 
we should have e E 2/kT ~ 7, so that we estimate 0.5k 
per link as an upper limit for the configurational 
entropy of a paraffin-like chain . The corresponding 
length of effective segment is six C- C links. For a 
rubber, E2 may be negligible, and our estimate be
comes about k per link for the upp er limit, and the 
corresponding effective segment is 1.7 monomer units. 
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There is still one factor, not negligible, to consider, 
but there are no accurate means of e timating its 
numerical importance; this is Lhat Lhe occurrence of 
crystallization in polymers (in some ca c up to high 
temperatures) shows tbat the interaction between 
chains is not negligible, and it can be foreseen that 
any steric effects between neighboring chains will 
have the effect of lowering the configurational entropy 
still further. This is probably true in a liquid 
paraffin as well as in a solid. If this effect is signifi
cant it would mean that the entropies actually 
occurring would be appreciably below the above 
estimates, and there is experimental evidence that 
this is sometimes the case. Various independent 
attempts to estimate the length of the effective 
segment give values for this quantity running 
a,ppreciably higher than those that would be cal
culated for an isolated chain by the method outlined 
above. In this way the influence of the neglected 
factor of interaction between chains seems to be 
about comparable with that of interaction between 
distant parts of the same chain. There is some 
evidence that this neglected factor has a stronger 
influence in solids than it has in liquids or solutions, 
and this is to be expected. 

3.2. Analysis of Certain Experimental Results 

The preceding theoretical considerations suggest 
that the configurational entropy of a polymer chain 
may be significantly below the \Talue k log 3 per link 
that one estimates from "elementary" considera
tions. The two possible causes for this are: (a) 
The intrinsic properties of the linkages themselves, 
e. g., straight configurations may be favored by 
the nature of the interactions between neighboring 
links, as in the paraffin chain. (b) Steric effects 
tend to reduce the number of "coiled-up" configura
tions. This includes both interactions between 
neighboring chains and between distant parts of the 
same chain, while (a) is the result of shor t-range 
interactions within chains. What we shall try to 
estimate from experimental data is the effective 
length of segment or "average length of chain be
tween kinks." For the paraffin chain, all the 
C- C bonds in such a segment lie in one plane and 
assume the zigzag pattern. For other types of 
chains the geometry of the configuration of lowest 
energy may be more complicated, but we shall still 
refer to it as straight, to a departure from it as a 
kink, and to the mean distance between two kinks 
as an effective segment. Strictly speaking, the last 
concept is logically not quite equivalent to that of 
length of step of equivalent random walk but the 
ratio of the two is not likely to be far from unity. 
It is, in principle, possible to distinguish experiment
ally whether (b) is the domi.nant consideration or 
whether (a) is also significant. In the latter case, 
the effective length of segment should increase as 
the temperature falls and kinks become less likely, 
and there does seem to be some evidence that this 
occm's. 

The evidence may be roughly divided as follows, 
one subsection devoted to each topic: 



1. S tudies on solid polymers. Apar t from th e 
thermodynamic properties already referred to, as 
being in reasonable accord with th e model we are 
using, there is a lit tle fur ther evidence giving direct 
information on th e segmen t length in a few cases. 

2. Studies on polymer solutions. 'rhe informa
tion here is mainly indirect, and is usually equivalent 
to studying the effective size of the coiled up polymer 
molecule of known molecular weigh t. For a com
pletely flexible chain, th e effective linear dimension 
of a coiled up molecule is proportional to N IIZl , where 
N is the number of links of end-to-end length l. 
If straigh t configurations are so much favored that 
ther e is on an average only one kink per m links, 
such a chain should behave, to a first approximation , 

like a flexible one of N links, each of length Am, 
m 

(where A is a constan t, of th e order of unity, depend
ing on the geometry of the straigh t configura tion) 
and its mean dimension should be increased by a 
factor Aml /Z. We can deduce the value of m by 
comparing the dimensions of the molecule, as 
inferred from experimen t , with that calcul!lted 
from bond lengths and angles on a r andom walk 
basis. Effects (a) and (b) both tend to increase m, 
and it is only possible to separate them in a few 
cases . 

3. Studies on solid and liquid paraffins and rela ted 
compounds. There is qui te a variety of evidence 
pointing to the conclusion that such molecules, (up 
to abou t 30 carbon atoms), behave roughly like 
nearly rigid rods. Such a conclusion is in good 
agreement wi th the thermodynamic properties of 
the para ffin chain discussed above. 

a . Studies on Solid Polymers 

It has been noted (and perhaps this is the most 
suggestive point) that the tensile strength of a typical 
polymer remains practically zero until a degree of 
polymerizat ion of abou t 50 is reached, after which it 
begins to increase rather suddenly. It is easy to 
assume that the real distinction between a "wax" 
and a "fiber" is that the molecules of a fib er cannot 
be sheared over one another indefini tely because the 
kinks become en tangled while the molecules of 
paraffin wax are nearly straigh t and can slide 
smoothly past one ano ther . One arrives at an 
effective distance between kinks of the order of 15 
to 20 units, on t he basis of the rather crude assump
t ion that molecules would have to have at least two 
kinks before they could serve as "double-hook" units, 
which could theoretically form a structure capable of 
resisting tension. 

The fact that above about a two-fold extension, 
t he tension in rubber rises much more rapidly with 
t he extension than the simple "random-chain" 
t heory predicts, indica tes that the maximum obtain
able extensions, (of the order of 5 to 10 fold) r eally 
do represen t a situation in which an appreciable 
fraction of the chains are pulled into configUTations 
approaching maximum extension. This conclusion 
holds equally well whether , with Treloar [30], we 
regard the observed stress-strain curves as quali-

tatively explained by James and Guth 's [11] tr eat
ment of highly extended chains, which does predict 
just such a rapid increase in elastic modulus as full 
extension is approached, or whether , with Flory, 
[4] we attribu te this increase in elastic modulus 
m ainly to the effect of crystallization. Crystalliza
tion is facilitated by stretching out the chains thus 
making the configurations of neighboring chains 
more nearly alike. If a 5 to 10 fold extension is 
really the maximum that can be ob tained without 
rup ture of an appreciable fraction of the chains, this 
would mean that 

(N) (N\1/2 
m ·m",,5 to 10 rri j ·m 

or N "" 30 to 100, wher eas, in an actual lightly vul-
m 

canized rubber , the distances between cross-linkages 
probably correspond to chains at least several hun
dred units long. Thus it seems difficul t to reconcile 
the observed elasticity of rubber with a value of 
m= 1, but postulating a value of the order of 2 to 5 
would improve matters considerably. T reloar [30, 
ch . 8] concluded , on the basis of studies of the doubl e 
refraction of solid rubber under stress, that m "" 2, 
the precise numerical value depending on the exact 
way in which we define m . 

A very recen t study, Honnold, :McCaffrey, and 
.Mrowca [10] has been made using proton resonance 
methods. It is difficul t to ob tain actual estimates 
of segment length directly by this means, but their 
studies of silicones, and their comparison of poly
propylene and polypropylene oxide do indicate t hat 
the introduction of oxygen linkages in to the main 
chain makes it more flexible. This is in agreement 
with the conclusions of Kuhn and Kuhn, [14] obtained 
from the birefringence of solutions. 

b . Analysis of Data on Solutions of Polymers 

There are two basic ways to determine the length 
of the effective segment. The most direct is to treat 
the large polym er molecule as if it were an aggregate 
of effective segments, each free to move short 
distances in th e solution, and to assume various 
orien ta tions. These changes in the position and 
orien ta tion of th e segmen ts correspond to movement 
of the kinks up and down the long polymer molecules, 
the average number of kinks remaining constant. 
This movemen t of segments as a result of th ermal 
agitation will r esemble that of a solute molecule in 
an ordinary solution, excep t that the segmen t is not 
free to wander very far from th e cen ter of gravity 
of the polymer molecule. This situa tion is described 
by the so-called lattice model of a polymer solution, 
as amended by Flory to cover the case of extremely 
dilute solutions. See Flory [5, eh . 12] for a summary . 

Using this treatment, we can es timate the size of 
th e effective segment in several ways . 
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(a) From the osmotic pressure. Since this is an 
equilibrium property, we can use solution theory 
directly. The limitation is set by the availability 
of data. The solutions have to be very dilute for 



existing theory to be acceptable, whereupon the 
preSSUl'e to be measUl'ed become rather low for 
accurate mea urement. 

(b) From the viscosity. The idea here is that any 
motion of a segment through the solvent is associated 
with the displacement of an equivalent volume of 
olvent molecules. These molecules have to be 

removed from the liquid, leaving a "hole" big enough 
to contain the segment. The' segment then enters 
t his hole and the space it leaves vacant in the liquid 
is filled by the displaced molecules. Independently of 
any par ticular model of the liquid, we can argue that 
the energy balTier associated with such a process 
must be of the order of magnitude lpv, where I is the 
latent heat of evaporation; p is the density of the 
solvent and v the volume of the effective segment. 
Thus the probability of such a process may be 
expected to be proportional to exp (- lpvlkT), and 
the viscosity of the solution should contain a factor 
that is the inverse of this. If so, the activation 
energy lpv can be estimated by means of the 
customary plot of log (viscosity) against l i T. For 
a smvey of the conclusions from these two methods 
we quote Powell and Eyring [25, p. 191) . "It is 
worth noting that the segment lengths estimated 
from osmotic pressure data (18 to 33 atoms for 
polystyrene and polyethylene oxide) and from 
melting point data (20 to 25 atoms for hydrocarbons) 
are in agreement with the segment lengths from 
viscosity da ta (20 to 25 atoms for hydrocarbons, 
28 to 34 atoms for polyesters)." The reader is 
referred to this review article for a sW"vey of thp 
work leading to these conclusions. 

Eyring and his collaborators have attempted an 
alternative es timate of segment length from viscosity 
data, based on a viscosity formula of the type 

71 = A exp (ulkT) , 

in which attempts are made to estimate A, as 
well as u, from the experimental results, and to 
compute a theoretical value of A in terms of segment 
length . In practice, this method fails to give useful 
results, but this failme does not mean that the esti
mates of u are invalid also. Suppose, for example, 
that u is varying slightly with temperature, say 
according to the law u = uo(1 + a T ). The customary 
logarithmic plot of the viscosity data against l i T 
would now yield Uo and AeaUo / k in place of u and A, 
and a value of a of no more than a few tenths of one 
percent per degree could lead to a completely false 
experimental estimate of A. A similar difficulty 
occurs in the analysis of thermionic data in metals. 

(c) A third method of estimating segment lengths, 
due to Kuhn and Kuhn [14], rests on the study of the 
double refraction of a polymer solution that is being 
steadily sheared, the shearing flow tending to orient 
the typical segment and stretch out the polymer 
molecule in a manner that depends essentially on the 
length of the typical segment. By a rather compli
cated method of analysis, these authors arrive at 
results ranging from segment lengths of the order of 
30 carbon-carbon links for paraffin-lilm polymers 
ranging down to 1 to 3 monomer units for rubber, 
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hydrogenated rubber, and polymers which contain 
C-O linkages in the main chain. Such linkages, by 
increasing the spatial separation of the - CH2C
groups, no doubt make the chain more flexible, a 
already suggested above. 

The second basic m ethod of attack on this question 
is based on an attempt to determine the linear 
dimensions of the molecules in solution, and to 
examine how these differ from . the values to be 
expected on the completely random-walk basis. This 
should give a measure of m, since we have pointed 
out that the ratio, actual dimension to calculated 
dimension, should be approximately equal to m1/ 2• 

The actual dimension is obtained by an ingenious 
analysis of data on the viscosity of dilute solutions, 
due to Flory [5, ch. 14]. This new method of analysis 
of viscosity bears no r ela tion to the method we have 
already described, but is not inconsistent with it. 

The very dilute polymer solution can be regarded 
as a mixture of roughly spherical aggregates repre
senting the molecules of polymer, separated by fairly 
large regions of pure solvent. Flory's idea is to 
suppose each molecule of polymer replaced by an 
equivalent solid spher e, and to attribute the excess 
of the viscosity of the solution over that of the pure 
solvent to the fact that the solvent cannot flow freely 
through the polymer molecules, but is partly diverted 
around them. One can then apply Einstein's well· 
lmown treatment of the viscosity of a liquid contain
ing a random distribution of solid spheres. Thus, 
according to this approach, we consider that a whole 
polymer molecule obstructs the flow of the solvent 
to an extent that depends on its spread in space, 
and the mo tion of individual segments is not 
considered. 

Flory shows that, if the temperature is properly 
chosen in r elation to the solvent and concentration, 
the spatial distribu tion of polymer molecules in the 
solution is indeed random; and further, that the ex
tension of the molecule in space is then very nearly the 
same as what we should calculate on the assumption 
that the interactions of solvent molecules and 
polymer segments with one another and among them
selves are equivalent. At this temperature, called 
by Flory the 8 point, the solvent becomes, so to 
speak , "neutral", any actual differences in these 
interaction energies being approximately balanced 
by the effect of thermal agitation. Various other 
definitions of the 8 point are possible; for example, it 
can be shown that it should correspond to the limit 
of solubility of a sample of polymer of extremely 
high molecular weight. A solution at its 8 point 
should then contain a practically random spatial 
distribution of molecules in the solvent, and the 
average chain configuration of these molecules should 
be that which we should predict on the basis of 
neglect of long-range interactions between segments 
(apart from steric effects). 

Flory'S analysis [5, ch. 14, p. 618] leads him to con
clude that "the observed end-to-end distances, 
unperturbed by long-range interactions, are con
sistently greater than would hold if bond rotation 
were completely unrestricted. Steric effects of one 
sort or another probably are responsible." The 



factor measuring the "expansion of linear dimen
sions", which should be a measure of m 1/ 2, ranges 
from 1.60 for gutta-percha to 4.9 for cellulose tribu
tyrate, in satisfactory qualitative agreemcnt with 
figures for m already calculated for paraffin-like and 
rubber-like polymers by other means. 

I t is of some interest to ask what is likely to be the 
relative importance in causing this expansion of the 
molecule of the two distinct factors met in discussing 
the hydrocarbon chain, the fact that two carbon 
atoms may not be in the same place, and the fact 
that there may be correlation between the dircctions 
of e. g., neighboring 0 - 0 bonds. Thc first of these 
factors should lead to an expansion that remains 
the same at all temperatures, while the second 
should lead to an expansion that increases as the 
temperature falls. Oalculations on a paraffin-like 
chain, T aylor [28], Kuhn [15] indicate that the end
to-end length should increase by a factor of 1.2 as 
the temperature falls from + 100° 0 to 0° O. Flory 
[5] finds evidence of just such an effect for various 
solutions of cellulose tributyrate, each one studied 
at its 8 point. This is also the very molecule that 
shows the biggest departure from the random-walk 
configuration. 

On- the basis of all this evidence, we seem justified 
in concluding that: 

a. The absence of configurations in which two 
carbon atoms coincide increases the linear dimen
sions by a factor of the order of 1 to 5 above what 
they would be on a random-walk treatment. This 
effect seems to be the only important one in rubber
like materials. It implies that only about half the 
linkages between isoprene units can be regarded as 
uncorrelated with one another, and leads to a residual 
entropy of ~~ k In 3 per isoprene unit. 

b. For a paraffin-like chain there is often an addi
tional effect, due to correlations between neighboring 
links probably attributable to interactions between 
the OH2- O groups in the main chain. This seems 
to be capable of raising the effective value of m from 
a value of the order of 2 that seems to follow on the 
basis of factor (a) alone to a value of the order of 20 
or more. The corresponding residual entropy is 
then of the order of 0.1 to 0.2 k per monomer mole
cule. It would not be correct to quote a figure as 
low as 0.05 k corresponding to an effective segment 
20 units long, because of the presence of the second 
term in eq (8). 

These values agree remarkably well with those 
based on the purely theoretical study, bearing in 
mind that one factor, the in.teraction of the chains 
in a solid with one another, was not considered. 
It is satisfactory that the apparent values of the 
length of the effective segment are, for both rubber 
and the paraffin-lilm polymers, a factor of 2 or so 
greater than we estimate theoretically for an iso
lated chain. These experimental studies are almost 
all based on dubious assumptions, or depend on 
numerical constants that have been evaluated very 
tentatively- Anyon e of them, taken alone, would 
not be very impressive, as comparatively small 
errors in some of the numerical constants might 
make a considerable difference to the calculated 

l_ 

values of m. The results of a number of quite 
independent investigations all give calcula ted values 
of the same order of magnitude, and their cumula
tive value as evidence is very considerable. 

We shall close with a survey of the properties of 
liquid and solid paraffins and similar bodies of chain 
lengths between about 10 and 60, which seems to 
confirm the above conclusions obtained directly 
from polymer studies. 
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c . Analysis of Data on Paraffins and Allied Series 

Convincing evidence that paraffin molecules up to 
about 40 units long pack like rods in the solid state 
is provided by the X-ray work of A. M uller. For 
an account of his work the reader is referred to a 
review article by Daniel [3]. In addition to deter
mining the structure of the ordinary solids, Muller 
was able to elucidate the nature of a transition that 
occurs a little below the melting point for paraffins 
of lengths between 16 and 32 C atoms. He was 
able to show that this transition is associated with 
a change in crystal structure, the packing changing 
from a type natural for flat ribbons to one appro
priate to practically symmetric round rods_ 

The following evidence that in the high tempera
ture state the molecules really are rotating as rigid 
rods rather than twisting is available. In the first 
place, the entropy change associated with the transi
tion has been found to be practically independent of 
chain length, which is what we should expect if the 
entropy change is mainly associated with a change 
in the two-dimensional packin.g of rigid rods. But 
if only short segments of the chain were rotating at 
anyone time and some of the bonds were being 
twisted, one would expect the entropy of transition 
to be proportional to the number of segments, and 
thus to the length of the chain. Also, the transition 
temperature is a linear function of the chain length 
y, of the form A + By. This, combined with the 
result that the entropy of the transition is practically 
independent of chain length, implies that the energy 
change associated with the transition must be a 
similar linear function. This is just what would be 
expected if the chains are behaving as rigid rods, 
one contribution to the energy coming from the 
interaction between any chain and those lying along
side it, which should be proportional to the length 
of the chain, y_ A second contribution might be 
expected from the in teractjons of methyl groups 
belonging to end-to-end neighbors, which should be 
practically independent of chain length. 

This type of transition occurs only over a limited 
range of chain lengths simply because, at the top 
and bottom of this range, the paraffin melts before 
undergoing the transition. The melting tempera
tures of various homologous series are well repre
sented by the empirical relation 

Tm = (C+ Dy)/ (E+Fy) (14) 

in contrast with the linear relation for the transition 
temperature just mentioned. It is now natural to 
ask whether eq (14 ) is also to be regarded as evidence 



that paraffin chains are behaving as practically rigid 
rod. In view of the tentative nature of present 
theories of liquid structure, any attempt to be dog
matic on tills point would be out of place. It does, 
however, scem worth willIe to mention two possiblE; 
interpretations of (14), which, although incompatible 
with one another, are both in agreement with the 
picture of a fairly long effective segment. It could 
be argued that since for all homologous aliphatic 
series, a relation such as (14) seems to hold, and that 
the melting temperature settles down to a practically 
constant value for m ~30 , that this represents the 
length of the effective segment; that lower hydrocar
bons are behaving like rigid rods in both solid and 
liquid states, while higher ones are behaving as if 
they were composed of effective segments of about 
20 to 30 links long, each of willch is capable of moving 
around in the liquid as a unit, corresponding to the 
motion of individual kinks up and down the chains. 
IVe have already met tills picture in discussing 
polymer solutions. On the other hand, an interpre
tation of relation (14) can be given on the basis tha,t 
the chains behave like nearly rigid rods for all values 
of y for which reasonably pure preparations can be 
made. The energy change associated with melting 
should be the sum of interactions between side-to
side and end-to-end neighboring chains, and tills 
should be a linear function of y, as before. In the 
liquid near its freezing point it may be supposed 
that the chains are still packing in a roughly two
dimensional fashion, but somewhat more loosely 
than in the solid , and that each chain also acquires 
orne freedom to move lengthways as well as side

ways. Such a picture leads to an entropy change 
consisting of a constant term, associated with the 
possibility of sideways movement and rotation, that 
we have already met in the solid-solid transition, 
with the addition of a term, roughly proportional to 
chain length, associated with a possible lengthways 
sliding of the chains, which would be absent in the 
solid transition . Such behavior of the entropy and 
C'nergy of transition leads directly to a relation like 
(14). For a review of the e:A,])erimental material on 
which these considerations are based, and also for 
some extremely interesting material on esters, which 
is also in reasonable accord with the "rigid-rod" 
picture, the reader is referred to Daniel 's review 
article [3] . Simanouti and Mizushima, [27] from a 
spectroscopic study of liquid cetane (C17H 36), con
cluded that this liquid was probably a mixture of 
Lhe various possible forms of molecule containing 
just one kink or gauche configuration , all the re
maining linkages being in the trans configuration but 
the molecules in the solid being entirely of the 
all trans (coplanar) type. Thus, the effect of the 
interactions between neighboring molecules seems to 
be somewhat stronger in the solid , a result that would 
be expected and this is also in keeping with the idea 
of an effective segment of ",20 units. 

We conclude by a brief reference to the work of 
Moore, Gibbs, and Eyring [17], who succeed in inter
preting the temperature dependence of the viscosity 
of liquid paraffins on this same basis of approxi
mately two-dimensional packing, so tha t the flow of 

such a liquid resembles the distortion of a crystal 
under stress by the sliding of layers of molecules over 
one another, rather than the independent motion of 
spherical molecules characteristic of ordinary liquids. 
The latter is what we should eA'])ect of the paraffins 
if there were more than 2 01' 3 kinks per molecule, 
because then they would approximate to spheres far 
better than to rods. 

4 . Discussion and Conclusions 

Tills enquiry has led into a variety of different 
fields and provided us with eviden ce on the chain 
configuration problem of very varying degrees of 
relevance and probable reliability, but the over-all 
consistency of the e:A,])erimental evidence is surpris
ingly good, as is the consistency with the theoretical 
e:A,])ectations. We have already met a number of 
cases in which the same data migh t be interpreted in 
more than one way, and, in the present state of our 
knowledge, both ways may well be wTong. Some of 
the investigations involve numerical constants evalu
ated by dubious methods, but, for the purposes of 
the present enquiry, the fact that these investiga
tions were carried out quite independently of one 
another is a powerful argument in favor of the quali
tative conclusions. It is righ t to mention at this 
point a few apparent inconsistencies which cannot be 
eA,])lained away so easily. The general picture is 
that a paraffin-like chain is fairly rigid, and that the 
introduction of substituents only tends to increase 
the rigidity, hence a residual entropy of about 0.2 k 
pCI' link, but that the introduction of a double bond 
or a C- O linkage into the main chain should intro
duce fiexibility, and thus put up the residual entropy 
to as much as 0.5 to 1.0 k per link. And yet, (a) ac
cording to theory, and al 0 according to Kuhn and 
Kuhn [14] and Honnold, McCaffrey, and Mrowca 
[10] the polyethylene oxide chain should be very 
flexible, whereas the behavior of this solid is not 
r ubber-like, and osmotic pressure data, Powell and 
Eyring [25], indicate an effective segment of the order 
of 20 to 30 atoms. (b) Kuhn and Kuhn [14] studied 
a hydrogenated rubber, in which all the double bonds 
were saturated. This should behave like a hydro
carbon chain with one substituent methyl group per 
isoprene unit, and should thcrefore form a stiff chain, 
whereas, in solution, it appears to be at least as 
flexible as ordinary rubber. 

5. Possible Further Work 

The main conclusions seem confirmed by a number 
of independent pieces of evidence, but the investiga
tion does suggest possible further lines of enquiry. 

(a) The idea of a possible numerical relationship 
between effective length of segment and fraction of 
material crystallized seems likely to throw light on 
the Cl'ysta:llization of rubbers, if it could be made 
more preCIse. 

(b) It might be worth studying nonsaturated hy
drocarbon liquids by X-ray and viscosity methods in 
order to see whether such molecules pack as approxi
mate spheres, as they should if they contain a number 
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of fairly flexible bonds, o~' w heth~r they "pack as long 
rods. One liquid that mIght ? e m~erestlll~ to study 
in these ways is squalene, smce It consIsts of SIX 

isoprene units, and the average molecule should 
contain 2 01' 3 kinks. 
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